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Abstract. Applying Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) in the context of web applications is a difficult task due to the intricateness of existing
tools/frameworks and, more in general, of the proposed approaches. In this work,
we present a simple approach for developing web applications in ATDD mode,
based on the usage of Screen Mockups and Selenium IDE.
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Introduction

The emerging relevance of web-based software in everyday human activities arises the
need for effective development approaches helping developers in the realization of high
quality products. It is well-known that web applications are prone to frequent changes
due to customers’ requests and requirements evolution. In this context, agile approaches
are considered appropriate for web application development.
Acceptance Test Driven Development [2] (from now, ATDD) is a cornerstone practice
that puts acceptance testing on top of the software development process and focuses
on the communication among customers and software professionals, such as business
analysts and software testers.
Even if ATDD is often tool assisted [1], its usage in the context of web applications
is still a problematic task, since the available web testing tools often require the presence
of the application itself and the knowledge of technical details related to the used
programming languages and frameworks. As a result, a non-trivial manual intervention
to convert acceptance test cases into executable test scripts is required (i.e. it is very
difficult to define web test scripts before implementing the web application).
In this work, we propose a lightweight semi-automatic approach that, starting from
textual requirements and screen mockups, is able to generate executable Selenium IDE1
functional test scripts (i.e. black box tests able to validate a web application by testing
its functionalities), which in turn drive the development of web applications.
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ATDD in the context of Web Applications

ATDD is an agile development practice adopting the strategy of TDD, where test scripts
are defined before software implementation and used as acceptance criteria for validating
it through business objectives. However, ATDD is not limited to agile contexts where
1
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requirements can be expressed with user stories (i.e. descriptions consisting of one or
more short sentences). Indeed, even more formal requirements specifications based on
well-structured use cases [8, 9] can be used with the ATDD practice. Usually, in these
cases, acceptance tests are defined by following the scenarios composing the use cases.
A large number of ATDD tools usable in the web applications context emerged in
the last years. For instance, Fitnium2 , an integration of FitNesse3 (where test cases can
be represented in a tabular form by using the natural language), and Selenium IDE (a
Firefox plug-in that allows to record, edit, and execute web test scripts). Some other tools
require a different template for acceptance test cases (like, e.g., the “given-when-then”
template of Cucumber4 ) or a freely HTML format which is later enriched by tags to
interpret the text and execute it (as for Concordion5 ). Unfortunately, in all these tools,
the connections between test cases and web application under development (i.e. the
so-called fixtures) have to be written by the developer. Besson et al. [1] are among the
first researchers to describe an ATDD approach for web applications trying to overcome
this burdensome activity. In that work, a web application is modelled with a graph of
pages and the paths of the given graph are the test cases, which must be validated by the
customer and subsequently transformed into test scripts. Conversely to Besson et al., our
approach does not require the web application modelling phase, which is substituted by
a simpler recording phase of user actions by means of Selenium IDE executed upon the
previously produced screen mockups.

3

The Approach

The approach we propose in this work is based on the following tasks (see Fig. 1):
Requirements Analysis aims at producing the requirements specification for the web
application under development. It includes the following subtasks: (1) gathering the
requirements from future users, customers and other stakeholders, (2) determining
whether the requirements are complete, consistent, and unambiguous, (3) writing the
requirements specification as use cases or user stories depending on whether, respectively,
a more prescriptive or more agile development approach is adopted.
Mockups Development aims at creating a set of screen mockups used for prototyping
the user interface of the web application to develop [3, 7]. In order to reduce as much as
possible the need of manual intervention required to run the automated acceptance test
scripts on the web application under development, the mockups have to represent quite
accurately - from a functional point of view - the interfaces of the web application (e.g.,
all the web elements of the web pages to interact with must be shown in the mockups
while the layout or the styles can be just sketched). To produce the mockups, it is possible
to follow the method described by Reggio et al. [8] helping in capturing and writing
requirements specifications enriched with screen mockups. Since we chose to adopt the
state of the practice web testing tool Selenium IDE, mockups can be quickly developed in
HTML using a WYSIWYG content editor for web pages such as BlueGriffon6 . Adopting
a capture-replay DOM-based [5] tool like Selenium IDE allows to pay little attention to
the mockups graphical aspect and focus on the user interaction, with clear advantages
2
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Fig. 1. From the Requirements Analysis to the Web Application Development
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in terms of effort required for creating the test scripts [4]; for this reason we avoid to
adopt both visual or programmable [5] web testing tools, such as Sikuli7 or Selenium
WebDriver8 respectively.
Acceptance Test Suite Development. Once the mockups are available it is possible
to record the test suite by interacting with them. To make this task easier we suggest
to implement the links among the web pages and the submission buttons. Concerning
submission buttons, it is possible to hard-code the alternative links using JavaScript; for
instance, when dealing with a login form we can reach two mockups, “homePage.html”
and “wrongPage.html”, depending on the inserted values. In this way it is possible to
record the test suite as if it were a real web application. More in detail, it is necessary to:
(1) open the first produced HTML mockup with the browser and activate the Selenium
IDE recording functionality, (2) follow the steps described in the use cases / user
stories and replicate them on the HTML mockups (e.g., insert values in the input fields,
click links), and finally (3) manually insert the assertions in the generated test scripts.
Selenium IDE generates the locators for the web elements to interact with using different
strategies [6] and, when possible, relies on id, linkText or name values that can be easily
specified, for each web element, using BlueGriffon.
Web Application Development is based on a test-first approach using the previously
produced test scripts. The functionalities are implemented/refined following the test
suite as a guidance until all tests pass successfully. Finally, stakeholders evaluate the
resulting web application and decide whether approving it or moving through a further
refinement of artifacts. Test scripts are ordered starting from the ones concerning the
simpler functionalities (e.g., login) and grouped by use case/user story. It is important to
notice that the web application development can be conducted with any technology – e.g.,
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Ajax, Flash, etc.– and any development process – e.g., traditional, model-driven (e.g.,
using WebRatio) or by means of mashups. The only constraint is to use the same text
(e.g., for linkText locators) or id/name attribute values used in the produced mockups.
Moreover, developing the mockups and defining the links among them allows also to
produce a preliminary but “working” prototype of the web application that can be shown
to the stakeholders. This is very useful for detecting, as soon as possible, problems and
misunderstandings in the requirements [10].

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed a novel approach for developing web applications
adopting the ATDD practice. The novelty regards the usage of screen mockups for
generating, with a limited effort, acceptance test scripts able to drive the development of
the target web application. The approach has been successfully applied on a sample case
study (weBlog application) to show its feasibility. As future work, we intend to validate
and refine our approach by means of experiments and with real industrial case studies.
In this way, we will be able to measure the additional costs required for generating the
mockups and gather feedbacks on the effectiveness and usefulness of our approach.
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